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This Harmony Hollow double bell is symbolic of
your marriage. The two bells have different vibrations
representing your distinct personalities Each bell has
its own unique tonal qualities that blend together with
the other to create harmony. The bells are joined
together by a single design that symbolizes the union
of two independent people into a harmonious couple.
The bells are guaranteed to ring in clear and pure
vibrations

Congratulations. May the vibrations from these bells
reflect your own happiness and love.

for you for the next 350 years, amplifying
and reflecting your commitment to each other.

WEDDING BELLS

YHARMON HOLLOW
BELL WORKS

This bell rings with the joy and laughter of
friendship. Like an outstretched hand, which in
times past signified an absence of weapons, it
offers the peace and safety of a trusted
relationship. And as with friendship, either a
gentle breeze or gale force wind may call forth
its sound; or it may rest in silence, waiting for the
perfect moment to toll its unique support.

Souls unite in sacred sound, and the
FRIENDSHIP Bell’s purpose is to carry this
union across space and time into the present.
May our friendship be remembered in its
ringing.

Friendship
BellThe term comes from the old

custom of hanging up a pot-hook. It was our
ancestors’ gesture which preceded their
igniting a central fire for the light and for
warmth, thereby creating the heart of the
home. Hanging up this HOUSEWARMING
BELL is intended to do the same, to transform
a house into a home, by establishing harmony
between occupant and dwelling through
repetitive, peaceful, sacred sound. With each
and every ring a positive connection is
amplified.

As your sense of place is echoed in the bronze
of the bell, the heart of your home will grow
stronger. May a song of gratitude be carried
on the wind.

housewarming

Housewarming
BellMost cultures worldwide see the heart as the

true center of the self. Moreover, the double
heart is symbolic of ongoing relationships and
the opportunity, over many years, for one soul
to evolve in the presence of another.

Consequently, in like company there exists a
shared heartbeat, the fundamental tempo for
poetry, song, music, and dance. Its rhythm
insists that life be led at a soulmaking level in a
place filled with enormous joy and inevitable
sorrow. May this bell sound that heartbeat
here, now, and forever.

ANNIVERSARY BELL CHRISTMAS BELL

“

GETS ITS WINGS”

EVERY TIME A BELL RINGS

AN ANGEL
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Peace Bell
Church bells ring, calling people together for
prayer. Meditation bells help one focus
inward and calmly pay attention to life's
rhythms. A beautiful bell tone can clear your
mind permitting you to sense an inherent
peace common in all living things. This bell,
rung by the wind, adds the commonality we
all share, Mother Nature's pulse, bringing
each of us closer to our inner vibration and in
tune with our spirit. As each of us becomes
more peaceful we contribute one by one to a
harmonious future, represented here with the
universal image for peace - the Peace dove.
Think and focus on peace when Mother
Nature rings this bell.

Freedom Bell
The United States of America is the world's
oldest democratic republic, deriving its
strength from traditions of freedom and
equality. The eagle, our majestic symbol of
freedom, soars on updrafts of wind, then dives
decisively when moved to action. On behalf of
all throughout the world who value freedom,
equality and democracy, we are steadfast in the
vigilant struggle to keep the world a safer place
as our nation continues its long tradition of
acting decisively in its defense. Let the same
wind that carries our glorious eagle aloft in free
flight bring to mind thoughts of our precious
freedom when you hear it ring this Freedom
Bell.

Angels are intermediaries between Heaven
and Earth, symbolizing our souls' passage to
the starry heavens, and stars represent
spirits of those who have passed on,
shimmering in the night sky. As Mother
Nature's breath, the wind, gives ringing
voice to this Remembrance Bell, may it
bring to mind not only the spirits who have
ascended to the evening galaxies but also
the timeless continuities of life flowing
from our ancestors through us to our
descendants.

Remembrance
Bell


